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Abstract—Provenance plays a pivotal in tracing the origin of something and determining how and why something had occurred. With the emergence of the cloud and the benefits it encompasses, there has been a rapid proliferation of services being adopted by commercial and government sectors. However, trust and security concerns for such services are on an unprecedented scale. Currently, these services expose very little internal working to their customers; this can cause accountability and compliance issues especially in the event of a fault or error, customers and providers are left to point finger at each other. Provenance-based traceability provides a mean to address part of this problem by being able to capture and query events occurred in the past to understand how and why it took place. However, due to the complexity of the cloud infrastructure, the current provenance models lack the expressibility required to describe the inner-working of a cloud service. For a complete solution, a provenance-aware policy language is also required for operators and users to define policies for compliance purpose. The current policy standards do not cater for such requirement.

To address these issues, in this paper we propose a provenance (traceability) model cProv, and a provenance-aware policy language (cProvl) to capture traceability data, and express policies for validating against the model. For implementation, we have extended the XACML3.0 architecture to support provenance, and provided a translator that converts cProvl policy and request into XACML type.

Index Terms—policy language; provenance; cloud; cProvl, cProv; Prov; data traceability; XACML;

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing relies on many existing tools and technologies reducing the cost of service delivery whilst increasing the speed and agility of service deployment [1]. The core technology behind cloud computing is virtualization [2], [3]; it empowers the whole cloud computing paradigm by creating an abstract layer between the physical hardware and the operating system. This allows a greater degree of flexibility by being able to share the same physical resources virtually by more than one OS. Currently, there are three well defined service models: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS [4]), Platform as a Service (PaaS) [5], and Software as a Service (SaaS)[6].

Today, one important piece of the jigsaw missing from cloud is accountability, and provenance is the solution. Provenance is a well understood area in art and digital-libraries, where lineage, pedigree and source plays a major role in understanding how/where things have derived from, and in determining its authenticity and value [7]. In the cloud, provenance is fundamental in answering questions such as: What processes were involved in transforming the data? Did the processes conform to all necessary regulations? Where the execution of data did take place (both from virtual to physical references)? Who had access to these data? In order to answer such questions, one needs to look at how provenance in the cloud can be modelled, captured and queried in the context of cloud computing.

The capturing of provenance data via the model is vitally important for accountability and compliance purpose, as well as in determining the course of action(s) to be taken. The current approach to addressing these is via access control. Access control (AC) plays a pivotal role in safeguarding systems from unauthorized access and providing different levels of access granularity. There has been several language specifications developed over the years, ACL (Access Control List) [8], Role Based Access Control (RBAC)[9], Attribute based access control (ABAC) [10] [11] and more recently policy based access control (PBAC) [12].

Amongst these policy mechanisms, there are few distinct features which are in common; they all rely on current data to evaluate their policies, and do not leverage on provenance data. It is very difficult for these languages to achieve a good level of accountability or compliance, since the data set they use does not contain information on how a piece of data was originated, who had access to it, nature of processing took place on it, etc. This can lead to a premature decision making. The data defined within a policy generally tend to be fixed. In other words, changes in the domain are not directly reflected by the policies (require explicit modifications). However, the volatility of distributed environments such as the cloud, where environments are constantly changing, would greatly benefit from policies that can offer some level of adaptability to its context changes. These deficiencies can be addressed by a provenance-aware policy language that uses the historical data and its relations for assertion, as well as variable like feature for handling generic/dynamic data. The language should have some level of interoperability with the existing widely deployed standard in the industry, such as the XACML [13].

The contributions of this paper are, first an ontology (traceability model) for cloud-based provenance, which allows a
cloud-based service to describe and represent its provenance (cProv). Secondly, a provenance-aware policy language that allows assertions on the provenance data for accountability and compliance purpose (cProvl). Finally, a mapping of the policy language to XACML 3.0, that allows running of cProvl policies in a XACML based engine.

II. SCENARIO

Telco operators hold vast amount of data from its users. They range from personal data (name, address, tel, Dob, sex, etc.) to call logs, location information, interests, likes and others; kept for short (typically months) to longer periods (years). Some with their knowledge (i.e. Bank details) and consent (e.g., sharing with 3rd parties), while others without being aware of (call logs, location information, etc.) and in exceptional circumstances shared secretly (intelligent services).

With the buzz word "BIG data" in the industry, there is an increasing temptation by operators to use and process such gigantic data for serious analytic in seeking knowledge for competitive advantage, target marketing and monitory purpose. This is also attracting big interests from 3rd parties. Regulators prevent operators from sharing personal data where a user can be uniquely identified. However, anonymizing or aggregating (removing fields, obfuscating) data would make it possible.

With the increase of cloud services, data can be more freely moved around without users their knowledge or consent, and with the recent revelation of the PRIMS snooping, the trust remains a gray area for the users.

A. requirements

To increase the trust of the users of the operator, an interactive dashboard that lists all the cloud services subscribed by the users. It provides a trace of how their data were generated, used, stored, used and shared by subscribed and unsubscribed services. More importantly, users are able to write policies that can trace which other services using their data, and reserves the right to grant and revoke access. This also applied to the anonymized, aggregated data.

Examples of sample policies are:

- **policy one** - Personal data of a user cannot be taken outside the resident country of the user by any services. Such breach, access to the data would be revoked.
  - Using my traceability model, it is possible to trace the history of data to find the physical location from the virtual location of the user’s personal data, and the service that copied and stored it to a location. The original and copy should have the same location footprint, otherwise a violation has occurred.

- **policy two** - Any non-provisioned Telco services can access user’s personal data, but cannot allow access or share of these data to any 3rd party services that the user is not aware of.
  - The traceable data are required to check for which Telco services are using the user’s personal data. Then we can identify if any of these services are exposing data to 3rd parties. This can be in the form of APIs, or direct calls (explicit or implicit). The traceable model is able to differentiate between different types of calls.

- **policy three** - After de-provision of a service, all the associated data must be deleted completely. In such breach, any access to personal data will be denied.
  - EU legislation ‘right to be forgotten’ [14] require all the data associated with a user must be deleted permanently. Using our traceable model, the historical data can be used to prove the process of deletion and check of any existence of any data after deletion. Failure to comply can result in a hefty fine.

III. CPROV - PROVENANCE MODEL

In the cloud, data may be transmitted from various sources such as a PC, laptop, mobile and other devices. Data residing outside the cloud is referred to as a physical resource as opposed to in the cloud. In order to necessitate the transfer of the data to the cloud, it is essential to virtualize the data with necessary redundancies for optimal availability, and scalability. Data within the cloud can be shared, modified or deleted by one or more participants, services or agents. One or more operations are grouped and executed as an event.

We propose a provenance model cProv (Fig 1) to facilitate cloud services by capturing of contextual related data at the service/platform level.

![cProv Model](image)

The model provides a representation of provenance history using Prov notation [15], consisting of nodes (vertices) and relationship (edges). Node represents the building blocks of a service. There are five new derived nodes (cprov:Transition, cprov:Process, cprov:Resource, cprov:pResource and cprov:cResource). The ellipses are subtypes of prov:Entity, and rectangles are subtypes of prov:Activity.

The node properties include: location details, event (comprises of a list of operations that were executed either in a
sequence or parallel as a unit; typically on data) information, virtual-to-physical mapping, time-to-live and others.

In reference to the scenario, using the ‘entity’ node, we can represent a user’s data as follows:

```xml
<entity(ex:e001, [prov:type='cprov:cResource', cprov:type='cprov:call-record', cprov:trustDegree="1.0"
%%xsd:float, cprov:userCloudRef="http://orangecloud/clusterX/imageX" % xsd:anyURI, cprov:
vResourceRef="/platformX/ServX/resX"%%xsd:anyURI, cprov:pResourceRef="/ClusX/ServNameX/6.23.3.5/
00:12:00:11:00"%% xsd:anyURI,"true"%% xsd:boolean
,cprov:TTL="2014-11-16T16:05:00" %% xsd:date])
```

The above entity refers to a user’s (ex:ag001) call record called ‘ex:e001’, and contains information such as time-to-live, virtual and physical location of the data. The user associated with this data is represented as an agent.

```xml
<agent(ex:ag001, [prov:type="person",prov:label="Fu"])
```

To represent association between the user and data, edges are required. We refer to them as relationships.

The relationships define the nature of interactions between the nodes. They play an essential role in defining how each building block in software interacts with each other, in other words they define the flow of executions of a service. There are a total of ten relationships proposed to allow a greater degree of expressiveness of a cloud-based service (see figure cProv Model). These are sub-classes of the Prov edges (wasInformedBy, wasDerivedFrom, wasAssociatedWith, wasGeneratedBy and wasAttributedTo) [16].

We can define the relationship between the agent (Fu) and entity (call record) using the ‘wasAttributedTo’ edge.

```xml
<wasAttributedTo(ex:e001, ex:ag001, [prov:type='cprov:
hadOwnership', cprov:ownershipType='cprovd:originator'])
```

The ownershipType can be either ‘originator’, ‘contributor’ or ‘possession’. This relation can be read as call record (ex:e001) was originated (in this case it would be implicit) by Fu (ex:ag001).

Another example, assuming ex:a001 (activity) invoked another process ex:a002 (not shown here). This invocation can be an implicit explicit or a recurrent call. Knowing this information, can be used to determine if a service shared users’ information automatically, or a user (agent) was involved, i.e with or without his/her consent.

```xml
<wasInformedBy(ex:a001, ex:a002, [prov:type='cprov:
wasImplicitCall', cprov:type = 'cprov:notification',
cprov:callComm='cprovd:synchronized',cprov:
callMedium="server/S-CSCF",cprov:callNetwork="3G"")
```

Above example can be read as, process (ex:a002) made an implicit notification call to process (ex:a001) from the server over the 3G network.

From a cloud prospective, we can use this model to determine if any external parties had access to user’s data, physical storage location of their data, and where it was processed. Having such knowledge can implicitly increase the trust of the provider and the end user. However, given the size and complexity of the provenance data, it is relatively challenging in interpreting such information manually and to take any meaningful actions. A more automated process is required whereby policies can be defined to detect for such violations and appropriate control can be enforced.

IV. CPROV/-PROVENANCE-AWARE POLICY LANGUAGE

Cloud Provenance-aware policy definition and control language (cProvl) requires modelling of complex relationships defined in the Prov [17] and its extension (cProv) in order to facilitate policies and rules required by cloud service providers (auditing, compliance of SLAs/OLAs [18] and access control) and consumers (violations and access control). The declaration of policies and rules itself should be provenance-aware to allow ease of integration between the provenance data and the policy. This close integration should enable users to define more complex policies and rules with greater expressibility on the provenance data.

The Figure 2 below, shows a proposed policy structure with a policy language called cProvl. It consists of three layers: application, policy engine and persistence.

![Policy Structure](image)

At the application layer a user composes a service request, this could be a form of a REST [19] request. This is forwarded to the REQtoProvMapper, that encodes the request into a Provenance-aware request. The request is then sent to the policy engine layer.

In this layer, the request is handled via the relevant policy. The policy may execute one or more rules to validate the request using the persistence layer (Prov store). The outcome of the policy creates a provenance-aware response. This response is forwarded to the provToRESmapper (provenance to request format mapping, i.e JSON), which converts it into the format the client can consume. In this paper our focus is on the policy language and policy engine.
A. Policy Syntax

The cProvl’s grammar for defining the structure of a policy and a rule has been defined using key words (POLICY-BEGIN, RULE, etc.). The syntax/semantics for policy and rules are declared using the prov notations.

B. Policy Structure

In order to create a policy, a unique identification is required. It is declared using an entity statement Id (ex:policy1), followed by a description attribute cprovl:description. This is preceded by the rule declaration.

```plaintext
POLICY-BEGIN ()
  entity(ex:policyId, [cprovl:description=""])
    // declaration of a policy
    entity(ex:ruleId, [cprovl:description=""])
      // declaration of a rule
      RULE
        entity(ex:ruleId, [cprovl:description=""])
          // rule constraints
          - - conditions - -
          RULE
            entity(ex:ruleId, [cprovl:description=""])
              - - conditions - -
            POLICY-END
```

A policy can have one or more rules explicitly declared using an entity, with a unique Id reference (ex:ruleId).

C. Rule Structure

The rules are designed to execute certain business logic for controlling access to users/processes based on fulfillment of conditions. A rule has the following structure:

```plaintext
RULE
  entity(ex:ruleId, [cprovl:description=""])
    INHERIT || BEFORE || AFTER || OVERRIDE
    // rule constraints
    DEF
      entity(ex:scope, [cprovl:range='cprovd:all'])
        // scope declaration
      IF THERE EXIST (ex:e001) SUCH THAT [CONDITIONS]
      THEN
        [new | s-ref | d-ref] [r]:[varName]
        [EXECUTION]
```

Each rule is identified by an entity that contains a unique identifier Id, followed by the optional rule operators.

1) Rule Operator: A policy consists of one or more rules, which may contain dependencies. Dependencies can be in various forms. For example, a rule may be required to be executed before another or output of one rule may be an input to another. A total of four operators have been defined to handle such functionalities: INHERIT, BEFORE, AFTER and OVERRIDE.

INHERIT is required when one rule inherits from another, when residing in a different policy. It is possible to have multiple inheritance, however, only one level of inheritance is permitted. An inheritance can be overridden by the ‘cprovl:part’ attribute from the OVERRIDE operator.

The BEFORE and AFTER operators are used to determine the execution ordering of rules. This is followed by the declaration of the scope.

2) Scope: The scope allows users to be selective in defining the range of data (structure) to be used by a policy. It is declared under the keyword 'DEF'. A scope is set by using the cprovl:range attribute. An example:

```plaintext
DEF
  entity(ex:scope, [cprovl:range='cprovd:all'])
```

This attribute can take a range of values based on the selection of scope (granularity) required: cprovd:all, cprovd:event, cprovd:node and cprovd:edge. The scope is followed by the target section.

3) Target: The existential quantifiers have been used in many systems [20], [21]. A target defines one or more IDs for a rule, which is matched using the existential quantifications.
   - FOR ALL - match all occurrence of the criteria
   - THERE EXIST - match at least one occurrence of the criteria

```plaintext
IF THERE EXIST (IDs) SUCH THAT [CONDITIONS]
IF THERE EXIST (ex:e001) SUCH THAT [CONDITIONS]
```

The ID can either be denoted as an entity, agent, activity, or a variable. The above expression can be read as, match an instance of an ex:e001 in the prov store. Please note, the ex:001 Id is a static reference, and cannot change. However, there may be cases where dynamic values are required, for example any generated files. This can be expressed by using variables.

4) Variable: Variable allows dynamic and reference values to be assigned either at the execution time or during the declaration. In order to distinguish a variable from a content Id, they are declared using the ‘r’ namespace.

```plaintext
[new | s-ref | d-ref] [r]:[varName]
```

Variables are of arbitrary data type and do not require any explicit typing. The actual data type is determined dynamically. Variables can be of two types: ‘new’ and ‘ref’.

- **new** - keyword is used to define a dynamic variable. It acts as a placeholder for an outcome of an expression. Once declared, it can be used in multiple places within a rule (the content and type is determined at the runtime).

```plaintext
IF THERE EXIST (new r:req) SUCH THAT
  (wasGeneratedBy (r:req, ex:session))
```

This expression declares a dynamic variable called r:req, and the value is obtained from the execution of the wasGeneratedBy. During the execution, the r:req variable acts as a placeholder, essentially acting as an anonymous entity.

- **ref** - keyword expresses a reference variable. It is used to obtain a reference from an existing object, typically from an input request. There can be of two types:
  - **s-ref** - Refers to direct one-to-one match with a request value.
7) Execution: The execution phase of the rule determines the right course of action to be taken based on the satisfactory outcome of conditional statements. The permission (outcome) can be expressed by the creation of a new entity.

```
new ex:p0 entity(ex:p0,[prov:type='cProv:cResource',
cprovl:actionId="", cprovl:resourceId=""])  
```

The actionId is a mandatory field which defines the nature of the outcome of the rule. The following values are valid outcomes:

- new cprovd:permit - grant permission
- new cprovd:deny - deny permission
- new cprovd:indeterminate - cannot determine
- new cprovd:not-applicable - irrelevant request

By default, the request defines the resource to be accessed. However, the resourceId attribute can be used to restrict to a specific resource to grant access.

V. cPROVL TO XACML MAPPING

We have chosen to design the provenance traceability model (cProv) and the policy language (cProvl) using XML schema. This ensures that both can be easily extended, and are not implementation dependent. The cProv schema contains elements and attributes declaration, simple and complex types, groups and element participles. It is designed for capturing of provenance trace for cloud services. The cProvl schema uses the cProv schema for declaring statements, and defines its own language syntax for creating provenance-aware policies, rules, request and response.

We have successfully modelled policies for the scenario (due to the size of the policies, it is not shown here). For execution of the policy language, we have chosen to leverage on the existing policy language standard XACML 3.0. The standard is widely deployed in the industry, and is relatively mature. XACML however does not have support for handling the provenance data, hence is not directly compatible with our policy language syntax and semantic. To address this issue, we have decided to create cProvl-to-XACML mapping, that would allow cProv policy and request to be executed in a XACML engine.

Our approach to creating the mapping between XACML and cProvl is to build a converter, that can take a cProv policy as an input and map its entries to XACML equivalent. Since both languages are based on XML, we have chosen to use XSLT stylesheet language. The language is simple yet powerful for manipulation XML/HTML documents.

A. Extending the XACML Architecture to Support Provenance

Figure (3), shows the extended functionalities required for the XACML engine to execute a cProvl-based policy and request. The policy engine is also referred to as Policy Decision point (PDP), which forms the heart of the Access control mechanism; execute targets and conditions using various functions. While many of these functions are reusable, there is a necessity to introduce new once to address the following challenges.

1) Coupling of policy assertions: XACML policies are by default tightly coupled with requests. The policy uses request values (current values) to grant or deny access. cProv1, on the other hand is more loosely coupled, and while it may take some values from the request, policies are primarily focused on the data from the Prov store (historical meta-data and relations) for its assertions. This requires XACML XPath functions to operate on the Prov store. However, they are restricted to 'content' XML from the request. To overcome this issue, we have introduced a new function called `urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:function:ext:xpath-provenance-s-id-match` for target. The target IDs are handled by this function (it matches against the Prov store (see 1a, 1b and 1c on the diagram 3).

2) Static & dynamic variable holder: Prov1 require static and dynamic variable holders for its statements; one statement may generate reference IDs stored in a variable, which is later required/used by another statement. Such concept is not present in XACML. In order to address this issue, we have introduced another function called `urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:function:ext:xpath-provenance-d-id-match`. The ‘d-ref’ and ‘new’ variable declared in the target is handled by this function. The d-ref values are extracted from the input request type (e.g. subject) and stored in the attStore. For ‘new’ variable it creates an entry in the store for the statement assertion (see 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d). The function `urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:function:ext:xpath-provenance-s-id-match`, generates the content of a new variable, as it executes the conditional statements.
3) Single to multi-value mapping: XACML conditional statements are single value entry attributes, whereas ProvI statements are multi-valued nodes/edges. In order to map single-to-multi-values, we have created a new function called urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:function:ext:xpath-provenance-s-id-match. This function first obtains the attribute value of an XACML policy conditional statement (this value needs to be a unique ID). It uses this as an XPath reference to a node in cProvI Policy. If a match found, the node and its properties are matched against the ProvStore. If all successful, it will return true otherwise false.

B. cProvI to XACML policy example

The diagram (Fig 4) shows policy one from the scenario, modelled using the cProvI language on the left, and mapping to XACML on the right.

The policy and rule Id from cProvI are directly mapped to XACML’s policyId and RuleId, denoted by the red color lines. The target Ids (ex:p-dat and c-data) which represents a user data, and copy data which are mapped to XACML using our custom function ”xpath-provenance-s-id-match” (shown in green lines). This function matches both values against the provenance store. The conditional statements (can be read as allow access if the copy resides in the UK, assuming original is also in the UK) are mapped to XACML using our defined function ”xpath-provenance-node-match” (shown in blue lines). This function handles the multi-valued conditional statements of cProvI. The outcome of the policy is mapped to the ”Effect” attribute field of the Rule in XACML.

VI. LITERATURE REVIEW

Much of the earlier work that has been done for provenance is in the area of scientific workflow [22], [23], [24], and many models defined which can be mapped to the core of the OPM [25]. OPM can be seen as the common subset of all these languages. OPM however has been superseded by the W3C backed model called Prov [15]. A greater number of relationships are defined to describe interactions between entities, activities and agents. It has support for extensibility via custom attributions. The other efforts in this area are from, P. Macko et al. [26] on an approach for collecting provenance via the Xen Hypervisor [27], K.K. Muniswamy-Reddy et al. [28] [29] on the automation of provenance collection (Provenance aware storage system) [29].

As regards to the policy language, Y. Doganata et al. [30] proposes a model for authoring and deploying business policies dynamically for compliance monitoring. Their work is quite similar to that is being proposed here, but differs in a few ways. First, the provenance model is proprietary and specifically designed for business related applications. Whereas our proposed model open, is an extension to the standardised provenance model prov, for the dedicated cloud environment. Secondly, the language does not capture or the provenance of policy decision making, so there is a loss of provenance information. Our approach is end-to-end provenance aware.

B. Stepien et al. [11] on the other hand proposes a human readable form of a policy language. Unlike the previous policy templates, this is based on a well known standard XACML [31],[32]. A policy can be defined easily using natural language, which is then converted to XACML format. However, it does not cater for provenance data.

PAPEL [33] is a provenance-aware policy execution language. The language tries to integrate the popular XACML general purpose policy language with the well defined provenance model called OPM, albeit a relatively loose integration. It uses a step primitive to represent a single processing step which depicts a process in OPM or cProcess in cProv. Step only defines primitive parameter. This can restrict the expressibility and extensibility required for modelling
complex provenance structure (cProv). Beyond capturing a step, it does not have a natural way of expressing relationships that exist between processes, entities and agents. However, it may be possible to encode such information using attributes, which can be tedious and cumbersome.

A. Syalim et al. [34], proposes an access control method for provenance based on a direct cyclic graph. Their approach is to define policies within a relational database that operates on nodes and edges of a graph (modelled as DB tables). The access control is coarse-grained (supports grouping), it lacks the flexibility to define policies attribute-based access control (cannot define policies operating at the property level of nodes and edges).

T. Cadenhead et al. [35] proposes an extension to the ACL [36] with regular expression grammar, to operate on provenance graphs (OPM). This allows the policies to take OPM’s node and edge names into account when declaring policies. This work is very much analogous to our proposed work, however, our approach is from a holistic view, and improves in the following areas. Firstly, the policy declaration using XML is not fully coupled with the OPM model (difficult to define properties associated with nodes and edges). Secondly, it does not define rules, therefore a policy is likely to be relatively large and complex, which can affect the performance time, and likely to be prone to errors. Thirdly, the provenance of policy execution is not captured or recorded. Fourthly, the declaration of the policy values is static, and does not accommodate dynamic policy values. And finally, it is not designed to run within an existing XACML policy engine. However, a graph grammar approach for rewriting redaction policies over provenance [37] has been proposed.

**VII. CONCLUSION**

In this paper we have presented a provenance model for the cloud, and a provenance-aware policy language to operate on the model. The model defines a number of extensions of the W3C Prov to cater for cloud-based services. The policy language is designed to be tightly coupled with the Prov notations and has a greater degree of expressibility on the provenance data (relations, meta-data). We were able to successfully model our policies for the scenario using the language (cProvl). One potential drawback of our language is, that policies generally tend to be relatively large; this is primarily due to both policy and provenance statements being
presented in XACML. In the future we may consider more compact representations.

We have also defined a translator that converts eProvl request and policies into XACML policy & request. Also, additional functions to handle single-to-multi value mapping, coupling of policy assertions, and static/dynamic variables.

We have implemented the policy language with an open source XACML engine BALANA [38], and the next phase is to deploy it in our service.
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